Abstract-Networks evolve continuously over time with the addition, deletion, and changing of links and nodes. Such temporal networks (or edge streams) consist of a sequence of timestamped edges and are seemingly ubiquitous. Despite the importance of accurately modeling the temporal information, most embedding methods ignore it entirely or approximate the temporal network using a sequence of static snapshot graphs. In this work, we introduce the notion of temporal walks for learning dynamic embeddings from temporal networks. Temporal walks capture the temporally valid interactions (e.g., flow of information, spread of disease) in the dynamic network in a lossless fashion. Based on the notion of temporal walks, we describe a general class of embeddings called continuous-time dynamic network embeddings (CTDNEs) that completely avoid the issues and problems that arise when approximating the temporal network as a sequence of static snapshot graphs. Unlike previous work, CTDNEs learn dynamic node embeddings directly from the temporal network at the finest temporal granularity and thus use only temporally valid information. As such CTDNEs naturally support online learning of the node embeddings in a streaming real-time fashion. The experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of this class of embedding methods for prediction in temporal networks.
INTRODUCTION
D YNAMIC networks are seemingly ubiquitous in the real-world. Such networks evolve over time with the addition, deletion, and changing of nodes and links. The temporal information in these networks is known to be important to accurately model, predict, and understand network data [1] , [2] . Despite the importance of these dynamics, most previous work on embedding methods have ignored the temporal information in network data [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] .
We address the problem of learning an appropriate network representation from continuous-time dynamic networks ( Figure 1 ) for improving the accuracy of predictive models. We propose continuous-time dynamic network embeddings (CTDNE) and describe a general framework for learning such embeddings based on the notion of temporal random walks (walks that respect time). The framework is general with many interchangeable components and can be used in a straightforward fashion for incorporating temporal dependencies into existing node embedding and deep graph models that use random walks. Most importantly, the CTDNEs are learned from temporal random walks that represent actual temporally valid sequences of node interactions and thus avoids the issues and information loss that arises when time is ignored [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] or approximated as a sequence of discrete static snapshot graphs [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] (Figure 2 ) as done in previous work. The proposed approach (1) obeys the direction of time and (2) biases the random walks towards edges (and • J. Lee In this work, we propose the notion of temporal random walks for embeddings that capture the true temporally valid behavior in networks. In addition, our approach naturally supports learning in graph streams where edges arrive continuously over time (e.g., every second/millisecond) nodes) that are more recent and more frequent. The result is a more appropriate time-dependent network representation that captures the important temporal properties of the continuous-time dynamic network at the finest most natural temporal granularity without loss of information while using walks that are temporally valid (as opposed to walks that do not obey time and thus are invalid and noisy as they represent sequences that are impossible with respect to time). Hence, the framework allows existing embedding methods to be easily adapted for learning more appropriate network representations from continuous-time dynamic networks by ensuring time is respected and avoiding impossible sequences of events.
The proposed approach learns a more appropriate network representation from continuous-time dynamic networks that captures the important temporal dependencies 
cannot contain any information communicated in the email e i = (v 1 , v 2 ). This is just one simple example illustrating the importance of modeling the actual sequence of events (email communications). Embedding methods that ignore time are prone to many issues such as learning inappropriate node embeddings that do not accurately capture the dynamics in the network such as the real-world interactions or flow of information among nodes. An example of information loss that occurs when time is ignored or the actual dynamic network is approximated using a sequence of discrete static snapshot graphs is shown in Figure 1 and 2, respectively. This is true for networks that involve the flow or diffusion of information through a network [29] , [30] , [31] , networks modeling the spread of disease/infection [32] , spread of influence in social networks (with applications to product adoption, viral marketing) [33] , [34] , or more generally any type of dynamical system or diffusion process over a network [29] , [30] , [31] .
The proposed approach naturally supports generating dynamic node embeddings for any pair of nodes at a specific time t. More specifically, given a newly arrived edge between node i and j at time t, we simply add the edge to the graph, perform a number of temporal random walks that contain those nodes, and then update the embedding vectors for those nodes (via a partial fast update) using only those walks. In this case, there is obviously no need to recompute the embedding vectors for all such nodes in the graph as the update is very minor and an online partial update can be performed fast. This obviously includes the case where either node in the new edge has never been seen previously. The above is obviously a special case of our framework and is a trivial modification. Notice that we can also obviously drop-out past edges as they may become stale. Representing the continuous-time dynamic network as a static graph or discrete-time dynamic network (DTDN). Noise and information loss occurs when the true dynamic network (Figure 1 ) is approximated as a sequence of discrete static snapshot graphs G 1 , . . . , Gt using a user-defined aggregation time-scale s (temporal granularity). Suppose the dynamic network in Figure 1 is used and s = 5, then G 1 includes all edges in the time-interval [1, 5] whereas G 2 includes all edges in [6, 10] and so on. Notice that in the static snapshot graph G 1 the walk v 4 −→ v 1 −→ v 2 is still possible despite it being invalid while the perfectly valid temporal walk v 1 −→ v 2 −→ v 5 is impossible. Both cases are captured correctly without any loss using the proposed notion of temporal walk on the actual dynamic network.
Summary of Main Contributions:
This work makes three main contributions. First, we propose the notion of temporal walks for embedding methods. This notion can be used in a straightforward fashion to adapt other existing and/or future state-of-the-art methods for learning embeddings from temporal networks (graph streams). Second, unlike previous work that learn embeddings using an approximation of the actual dynamic network (i.e., sequence of static graphs), we describe a new class of embeddings called continuoustime dynamic network embeddings (CTDNE) that are learned directly from the graph stream. CTDNEs avoid the issues and information loss that arise when time is ignored or the dynamic network (graph stream) is approximated as a sequence of discrete static snapshot graphs. This new class of embeddings leverage the proposed notion of temporal walks that captures the temporally valid interactions (e.g., flow of information, spread of diseases) in the dynamic network (graph stream) in a lossless fashion. As an aside, since these embeddings are learned directly from the graph stream at the finest granularity, they can also be learned in an online fashion, i.e., node embeddings are updated in real-time after every new edge (or batch of edges). Finally, we describe a framework for learning them based on the notion of temporal walks. The proposed framework provides a basis for generalizing existing (or future state-of-the-art) embedding methods that use the traditional notion of random walks over static or discrete approximation of the actual dynamic network.
CONTINUOUS-TIME DYNAMIC EMBEDDINGS
While previous work uses discrete approximations of the dynamic network (i.e., a sequence of discrete static snapshot graphs), this paper proposes an entirely new direction that instead focuses on learning embeddings directly from the graph stream using only temporally valid information. In this work, instead of approximating the dynamic network as a sequence of discrete static snapshot graphs defined as G 1 , . . . , G T where G i = (V, E t ) and E t are the edges active between the timespan [t i−1 , t i ], we model the temporal interactions in a lossless fashion as a continuous-time dynamic network (CTDN) defined formally as: DEFINITION 1 (CONTINUOUS-TIME DYNAMIC NETWORK) Given a graph G = (V, E T , T ), let V be a set of vertices, and
+ be a set of temporal edges between vertices S S D S T Fig. 3 . Illustration depicting the space of all possible random walks S (up to a fixed length L) including (i) the space of temporal (time-obeying) random walks denoted as S T that capture the temporally valid flow of information (or disease, etc.) in the network without any loss and (ii) the space of random walks that are possible when the dynamic network is approximated as a sequence of discrete static snapshot graphs denoted as S D . Notice there is a very small overlap between S T and S D .
in V , and T : E → R + is a function that maps each edge to a corresponding timestamp. At the finest granularity, each edge e i = (u, v, t) ∈ E T may be assigned a unique time t ∈ R + .
In continuous-time dynamic networks (i.e., temporal networks, graph streams), edges occur over a time span T ⊆ T where T is the temporal domain. 1 For continuous-time systems T = R + . In such networks, a valid walk is defined as a sequence of nodes connected by edges with non-decreasing timestamps. In other words, if each edge captures the time of contact between two entities, then a (valid temporal) walk may represent a feasible route for a piece of information. More formally,
For two arbitrary vertices u, v ∈ V , we say that u is temporally connected to v if there exists a temporal walk from u to v.
The definition of temporal walk echoes the standard definition of a walk in static graphs but with an additional constraint that requires the walk to respect time, that is, edges must be traversed in increasing order of edge times. As such, temporal walks are naturally asymmetric. Modeling the dynamic network in a continuous fashion makes it completely trivial to add or remove edges and nodes. For instance, suppose we have a new edge (v, u, t) at time t, then we can sample a small number of temporal walks ending in (v, u) and perform a fast partial update to obtain the updated embeddings (See Section 3.3 for more details). This is another advantage to our approach compared to previous work that use discrete static snapshot graphs to approximate the dynamic network. Note that performing a temporal walk forward through time is equivalent to one backward through time. However, for the streaming case (online learning of the embeddings) where we receive an edge (v, u, t) at time t, then we sample a temporal walk backward through time. A temporally invalid walk is a walk that does not respect time. Any method that uses temporally invalid walks or approximates the dynamic network as a sequence of static snapshot graphs is said to have temporal loss.
We define a new type of embedding for dynamic networks (graph streams) called continuous-time dynamic network embedding (CTDNEs). DEFINITION 3 (CONTINUOUS-TIME DYNAMIC NETWORK EMBEDDING) Given a dynamic network G = (V, E T , T ) (graph stream), the goal is to learn a function f : V → R D that maps nodes in the continuous-time dynamic network (graph stream) G to D-dimensional time-dependent embeddings using only data that is temporally valid (e.g., temporal walks defined in Definition 2).
Unlike previous work that ignores time or approximates the dynamic network as a sequence of discrete static snapshot graphs G 1 , . . . , G t , CTDNEs proposed in this work are learned from temporal random walks that capture the true temporal interactions (e.g., flow of information, spread of diseases, etc.) in the dynamic network in a lossless fashion. CTDNEs (or simply dynamic node embeddings) can be learned incrementally or in a streaming fashion where embeddings are updated in real-time as new edges arrive.
1. The terms temporal network, graph stream, and continuous-time dynamic network are used interchangeably.
For this new class of dynamic node embeddings, we describe a general framework for learning such temporally valid embeddings from the graph stream in Section 3.
FRAMEWORK
While Section 2 formally introduced the new class of embeddings investigated in this work, this section describes a general framework for deriving them based on the notion of temporal walks. The framework has two main interchangeable components that can be used to temporally bias the learning of the dynamic node embeddings. We describe each component in Section 3.1 and 3.2. In particular, the CTDNE framework generates biased (and unbiased) temporal random walks from CTDNs in Section 3.1-3.2 that are then used in Section 3.3 for deriving time-dependent embeddings that are learned from temporally valid node sequences that capture in a lossless fashion the actual flow of information or spread of disease in a network. It is straightforward to use the CTDNE framework for temporal networks where edges are active only for a specified time-period. . Example initial edge selection cumulative probability distributions (CPDs) for each of the variants investigated (uniform, linear, and exponential). Observe that exponential biases the selection of the initial edge towards those occurring more recently than in the past, whereas linear lies between exponential and uniform.
Initial Temporal Edge Selection
This section describes approaches to temporally bias the temporal random walks by selecting the initial temporal edge to begin the temporal random walk. In general, each temporal walk starts from a temporal edge e i ∈ E T at time t = T selected from a distribution F s . The distribution used to select the initial temporal edge can either be uniform in which case there is no bias or the selection can be temporally biased using an arbitrary weighted (non-uniform) distribution for F s . For instance, to learn node embeddings for the temporal link prediction task, we may want to begin more temporal walks from edges closer to the current time point as the events/relationships in the distant past may be less predictive or indicative of the state of the system now. Selecting the initial temporal edge in an unbiased fashion is discussed in Section 3.1.1 whereas strategies that temporally bias the selection of the initial edge are discussed in Section 3.1.2. In the case of learning CTDNEs in an online fashion, we do not need to select the initial edge since we simply sample a number of temporal walks that end at the new edge. See Section 3.3 for more details on learning CTDNEs in an online fashion.
Unbiased
In the case of initial edge selection, each edge e i = (v, u, t) ∈ E T has the same probability of being selected:
This corresponds to selecting the initial temporal edge using a uniform distribution.
Biased
We describe two techniques to temporally bias the selection of the initial edge that determines the start of the temporal random walk. In particular, we select the initial temporal edge using a temporally weighted distribution based on exponential and linear functions. However, the proposed continuous-time dynamic network embedding framework is flexible with many interchangeable components and therefore can easily support other temporally weighted distributions for selecting the initial temporal edge.
Exponential:
We can also bias initial edge selection using an exponential distribution, in which case each edge e ∈ E T is assigned the probability:
where t min is the minimum time associated with an edge in the dynamic graph. This defines a distribution that heavily favors edges appearing later in time.
Linear: When the time difference between two time-wise consecutive edges is large, it can sometimes be helpful to map the edges to discrete time steps. Let η : E T → Z + be a function that sorts (in ascending order by time) the edges in the graph. In other words η maps each edge to an index with η(e) = 1 for the earliest edge e. In this case, each edge e ∈ η(E T ) will be assigned the probability:
See Figure 4 for examples of the uniform, linear, and exponential variants.
Temporal Random Walks
After selecting the initial edge e i = (u, v, t) at time t to begin the temporal random walk (Section 3.1) using F s , how can we perform a temporal random walk starting from that edge? We define the set of temporal neighbors of a node v at time t as follows: DEFINITION 4 (TEMPORAL NEIGHBORHOOD) The set of temporal neighbors of a node v at time t denoted as Γ t (v) are:
Observe that the same neighbor w can appear multiple times in Γ t (v) since multiple temporal edges can exist between the same pair of nodes. See Figure 5 for an example. The next node in a temporal random walk can then be chosen from the set Γ t (v). Here we use a second distribution F Γ to temporally bias the neighbor selection. Again, this distribution can either be uniform, in which case no bias is applied, or more intuitively biased to consider time. For instance, we may want to bias the sampling strategy towards walks that exhibit smaller "in-between" time for consecutive edges. That is, for each consecutive pair of edges (u, v, t), and (v, w, t+k) in the random walk, we want k to be small. For temporal link prediction on a dynamic social network, restricting the "in-between" time allows us to sample walks that do not group friends from different time periods together. As an example, if k is small we are likely to sample the random walk sequence (v 1 , v 2 , t), (v 2 , v 3 , t + k) which makes sense as v 1 and v 3 are more likely to know each other since v 2 has interacted with them both recently. On the other hand, if k is large we are unlikely to sample the sequence. This helps to separate people that v 2 interacted with during very different time periods (e.g. high-school and graduate school) as they are less likely to know each other.
Fig. 5. Temporal neighborhood of a node v 2 at time t = 6 denoted as Γt(v 2 ). Notice that Γt(v 2 ) = {v 4 , v 3 , v 5 , v 3 } is an ordered multiset where the temporal neighbors are sorted in ascending order by time with the nodes more recent appearing first. Moreover, the same node can appear multiple times (e.g., a user sends another user multiple emails, or an association/event occurs multiple times between the same entities). This is in contrast to the definition of neighborhood used by previous work that is not parameterized by time, e.g.,
Unbiased
For unbiased temporal neighbor selection, given an arbitrary edge e = (u, v, t), each temporal neighbor w ∈ Γ t (v) of node v at time t has the following probability of being selected:
Biased
We describe two techniques to bias the temporal random walks by sampling the next node in a temporal walk via temporally weighted distributions based on exponential and linear functions. However, the continuous-time dynamic network embedding framework is flexible and can easily be used with other application or domain-dependent temporal bias functions.
Exponential: When exponential decay is used, we formulate the probability as follows. Given an arbitrary edge e = (u, v, t), each temporal neighbor w ∈ Γ t (v) has the following probability of being selected:
Note that we abuse the notation slightly here and use τ to mean the mapping to the corresponding time. This is similar to the exponentially decaying probability of consecutive contacts observed in the spread of computer viruses and worms [35] .
Linear: Here, we define δ : V × R + → Z + as a function which sorts temporal neighbors in descending order timewise. The probability of each temporal neighbor w ∈ Γ t (v) of node v at time t is then defined as:
This distribution biases the selection towards edges that are closer in time to the current node.
Temporal Context Windows
Since temporal walks preserve time, it is possible for a walk to run out of temporally valid edges to traverse. Therefore, we do not impose a strict length on the temporal random walks. Instead, we simply require each temporal walk to have a minimum length ω (in this work, ω is equivalent to the context window size for skip-gram [36] ). A maximum length L can be provided to accommodate longer walks. A temporal walk S ti with length |S ti | is considered valid iff
we define the temporal context window count β as the total number of context windows of size ω that can be derived from the set of temporal random walks. Formally, this can be written as:
When deriving a set of temporal walks, we typically set β to be a multiple of N = |V |. Note that this is only an implementation detail and is not important for Online CTDNEs.
Learning Dynamic Node Embeddings
Given a temporal walk S t , we can now formulate the task of learning time-preserving node embeddings in a CTDN as the optimization problem:
where f : V → R D is the node embedding function, ω is the context window size for optimization, and
is an arbitrary temporal context window W T ⊆ S t . For tractability, we assume conditional independence between the nodes of a temporal context window when observed with respect to the source node v i . That is: We can model the conditional likelihood of every sourcenearby node pair (v i , v j ) as a softmax unit parameterized by a dot product of their feature vectors:
Using Eq. 10-11, the optimization problem in Eq. 9 reduces to:
where the term
can be approximated by negative sampling. Given a graph G, let S be the space of all possible random walks on G and let S T be the space of all temporal random walks on G. It is straightforward to see that the space of temporal random walks S T is contained within S, and S T represents only a tiny fraction of possible random walks in S. Existing methods sample a set of random walks S from S whereas this work focuses on sampling a set of temporal random walks S t from S T ⊆ S. In general, the probability of an existing method sampling a temporal random walk from S by chance is extremely small and therefore the vast majority of random walks sampled by these methods represent sequences of events between nodes that are invalid (not possible) when time is respected. For instance, suppose each edge represents an interaction/event (e.g., email, phone call, spatial proximity) between two people, then a temporal random walk may represent a feasible route for a piece of information through the dynamic network or a temporally valid pathway for the spread of an infectious disease.
We summarize the procedure to learn time-preserving embeddings for CTDNs in Algorithm 1. Our procedure in Algorithm 1 generalizes the Skip-Gram architecture to learn continuous-time dynamic network embeddings (CTDNEs). However, the framework can easily be used for other deep graph models that leverage random walks (e.g., [12] ) as the temporal walks can serve as input vectors for neural networks. There are many methods that can be adapted to learn CTDN embeddings using temporal random walks (e.g., node2vec [4] , struc2vec [8] , role2vec [37] ) and the proposed framework is not tied to any particular approach.
While Algorithm 1 gives an overview of CTDNE, Algorithm 3 provides an online implementation of CTDNE. We point out that Algorithm 1 is useful for prediction tasks 
else terminate temporal walk 10 return temporal walk St of length |St| rooted at node s where the goal is to learn a model using all data up to time t for prediction of a future discrete or real-valued attribute or state (e.g., if a link exists or not). Since this work evaluates CTDNEs for link prediction, we include it mainly for the reader to understand one evaluation strategy using CTDNE. However, there are some other applications that may require online or incremental updates every time a new edge arrives. For such applications, Algorithm 3 gives an overview of CTDNE in this setting. Recall that CTDNE naturally supports such streaming settings where edges (or new nodes) arrive continuously over time [22] and the goal is to update the embeddings in real-time via fast efficient updates. Many approaches have been proposed to incrementally update the embeddings using the skip-gram model [38] , [39] , [40] , [41] and any such approach can be used. Online optimization techniques have been investigated for decades, see [42] , [43] , [44] , [45] , [46] , [47] . While Algorithm 3 assumes the graph stream is infinite, we can always obtain the updated dynamic node embeddings Z at time t. As an aside, given an edge (v, u) at time t, we obtain temporal walks that end in (v, u) by essentially reversing the temporal walk and going backwards through time (see Figure 9 ). As discussed, both are obviously equivalent and this is an implementation detail that allows us to easily obtain a set of temporal walks that include the new edge. However, it is important for learning online CTDNEs since temporal walks are obtained for every new edge that arrives. Since the edge arrives at time t, we know that no other edge exists at a future time. Furthermore, since the goal is to obtain temporal walks that include the new edge, then we know (v, u) will be at the end of the temporal walk, and we simply obtain the temporal walk by going backwards through time. Recall that previously we discussed approaches for sampling the start edge of a temporal walk. However, in the case of online CTDNE, we are simply given the new edge (v, u) at time t and perform a few temporal walks and then learn updated embeddings. Furthermore, we can relax the requirement of updating the embeddings after every new edge, and instead, we can wait until a fixed number of edges arrive before updating the embeddings or wait until a fixed amount of time elapses. We call such an approach batched CTDNE updating. The only difference in Algorithm 3 is that instead of performing an update immediately, we would wait until one of the above conditions become true and then perform a batch update. We can also drop edges that occur in the distant past or that have a very small weight.
Hyperparameters
While other methods have a lot of hyperparameters that require tuning such as node2vec [4] , the proposed framework has a single hyperparameter that requires tuning. Note that since the framework is general and flexible with many interchangeable components, there is of course the possibility of introducing additional hyperparameters depending on the approaches used to bias the temporal walks.
Arbitrary walk length:
In our work, we allow temporal walks to have arbitrary lengths which we simply restrict to be between the range [ω, L]. We argue that arbitrary-sized walks between ω and L allow more accurate representations of node behaviors. For instance, a walk starting at u can return to u after traversing L edges, showing a closed community. On the other hand, another walk starting from v can end immediately at minimum length ω without ever going back to v. These are two distant cases that would be misrepresented if a fixed random walk length is imposed. Observe that L can be set to any reasonably large value such as L = 80 as it serves as an upper bound on the temporal random walk length, which is of course bounded by the dynamic network (unlike random walks which can be infinite). However, we set ω = 10 and found other reasonable values to not impact performance on most graphs. Figure 7 investigates the number of times each node appears in the Unlike previous approaches that sample a fixed number of random walks for each node, the proposed framework samples an edge between two nodes to obtain a timestamp to begin the temporal random walk.
sampled temporal walks. We also study the frequency of starting a temporal random walk from each node in Figure 8 .
Exponential base Suppose the exponential function is used to bias the temporal random walk (Eq. 6) or bias the selection of the initial edge to begin the temporal walk (Eq. 2), then we allow the user to choose the base b of the exponential function for the exponential distribution. In the case of initial temporal edge selection (Eq. 6), a large base b would cause the function to grow rapidly. Notice that if the observed temporal interactions (e.g. edges) in the dynamic network span a large time period, the probability of choosing one of the recent edges may be much larger than the probability to choose all other edges resulting in sampled walks that are skewed too much towards recent edges.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Let N = |V | denote the number of nodes, M = |E T | be the number of edges, D = dimensionality of the embedding, R = the number of temporal walks per node, L = the maximum length of a temporal random walk, and ∆ = the maximum degree of a node. Recall that while R is not required, we use it here since the number of temporal random walks |S T | is a multiple of the number of nodes N = |V | and thus can be written as RN similar to previous work.
Time Complexity

LEMMA 1
The time complexity for learning CTDNEs using the generalized Skip-gram architecture in Section 3.3 is
and the time complexity for learning CTDNEs with unbiased temporal random walks (uniform) is:
PROOF. The time complexity of each of the three steps is provided below. We assume the exponential variant is used for both F s and F Γ since this CTDNE variant is the most computationally expensive among the nine CTDNE variants expressed from using uniform, linear, or exponential for F s and F Γ . Edges are assumed to be ordered by time such that T (e 1 ) ≤ T (e 2 ) ≤ · · · ≤ T (e M ). Similarly, the neighbors of each node are also ordered by time. Initial Temporal Edge Selection: To derive F s for any of the variants used in this work (uniform, linear, exponential) it takes O(M ) time since each variant can be computed with a single or at most two passes over the edges. Selecting an initial edge via F s takes O(log M ) time. Now F s is used to select the initial edge for each temporal random walk S t ∈ S T and thus an initial edge is selected RN = |S T | times. This gives a total time complexity of O(M + RN log M ).
2
Temporal Random Walks: After the initial edge is selected, the next step is to select the next temporally valid neighbor from the set of temporal neighbors Γ t (v) of a given node v at time t using a (weighted) distribution F Γ (e.g., uniform, linear, exponential). Note F Γ must be computed and maintained for each node. Given a node v and a time t * associated with the previous edge traversal in the temporal random walk, the first step in any variant (uniform, linear, exponential; Section 3.2) is to obtain the ordered set of temporal neighbors Γ t (v) ⊆ Γ(v) of node v that occur after t * . Since the set of all temporal neighbors is already stored and ordered by time, we only need to find the index of the neighbor w ∈ Γ(v) with time t > t * as this gives us Γ t (v). Therefore, Γ t (v) is derived in log |Γ(v)| via a binary search over the ordered set Γ(v). In the worst case, O(log ∆) where ∆ = max v∈V |Γ(v)| is the maximum degree. After obtaining Γ t (v) ⊆ Γ(v), we derive F Γ in O(∆) time when d v = ∆. Now, selecting the next temporally valid neighbor according to F Γ takes O(log ∆) for exponential and linear and o(1) for uniform. For the uniform variant, we select the next temporally valid neighbor in o(1) constant time by j ∼ UniformDiscrete{1, 2, . . . , |Γ t (v)|} and then obtain the selected temporal neighbor by directly indexing into Γ t (v). Therefore, the time complexity to select the next node in a biased temporal random walk is O(log ∆ + ∆) = O(∆) in the worst case and O(log ∆) for unbiased (uniform).
For a temporal random walk of length L, the time complexity is O(L∆) for a biased walk with linear/exponential and O(L log ∆) for an unbiased walk. Therefore, the time complexity for RN biased temporal random walks of length L is O(RN L∆) in the worst case and O(RN L log ∆) for unbiased.
Learning time-dependent embeddings: For the SkipGram-based generalization given in Section 3. iterations to obtain a good enough model and is sensitive to the choice of learning rate [49] , [50] . Moreover, SGD is more challenging to parallelize compared to ALS [48] or Cyclic Coordinate Descent (CCD) [51] , [52] . Nevertheless, the choice of optimization scheme depends on the objective function of the embedding method generalized via the CTDNE framework.
Space Complexity
Storing the F s distribution takes O(M ) space. The temporal neighborhoods do not require any additional space (as we simply store an index). Storing F Γ takes O(∆) (which can be reused for each node in the temporal random walk). The embedding matrix Z takes O(N D) space. Therefore, the space complexity of CTDNEs is O(M + N D + ∆) = O(M + N D). This obviously holds in the online stream setting where edges arrive continuously over time and updates are made in an online fashion since this is a special case of the more general CTDNE setting.
EXPERIMENTS
The experiments are designed to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed continuous-time dynamic network embeddings (CTDNE) framework for prediction. To ensure the results and findings of this work are significant and meaningful, we investigate a wide range of temporal networks from a variety of application domains with fundamentally different structural and temporal characteristics. A summary of the dynamic networks used for evaluation and their statistics are provided in Table 1 . All networks investigated are continuous-time dynamic networks with T = R + . For these dynamic networks, the time scale of the edges is at the level of seconds or milliseconds, i.e., the edge timestamps record the time an edge occurred at the level of seconds or milliseconds (finest granularity given as input). Our approach uses the finest time scale available in the graph data as input. All data is from NetworkRepository [53] and is easily accessible for reproducibility.
We designed the experiments to answer three important questions. First, are continuous-time dynamic network embeddings more useful than embeddings derived from methods that ignore time? Second, does the choice of distribution F s and F Γ (used to derive unbiased/biased temporal random walks for learning CTDNE's) depend on the underlying graph structure and category/domain it arises from (e.g., social networks, information networks); or is there particular distributions (uniform, linear, exponential) that perform best irregardless? Third, are CTDNEs better than embeddings learned from a sequence of discrete snapshot graphs (DTNE methods)?
Experimental setup
Since this work is the first to learn embeddings over a CTDN, there are no methods that are directly comparable. Nevertheless, we evaluate the framework presented in Section 3 for learning continuous-time dynamic network representations by first comparing CTDNE against a number of recent embedding methods including node2vec [4] , DeepWalk [3] , and LINE [5] . For node2vec, we use the same hyperparameters (D = 128, R = 10, L = 80, ω = 10) and grid search over p, q ∈ {0.25, 0.50, 1, 2, 4} as mentioned in [4] . The same hyperparameters are used for DeepWalk (with the exception of p and q). Unless otherwise mentioned, CTDNE methods use ω = 10 and D = 128. Recall that L in CTDNE is the maximum length of a temporal random walk and can be set to any reasonable length. In this work, we set L = 80; however, as shown in Figure 6 the maximum length of a temporal random walk is often much smaller (and always smaller for the graphs investigated in this work). Hence, L is never actually used to terminate a temporal random walk. For LINE, we also use D = 128 with 2nd-order-proximity and number of samples T = 60 million. 
Comparison
We evaluate the performance of the proposed framework on the temporal link prediction task. To generate a set of labeled examples for link prediction, we first sort the edges in each graph by time (ascending) and use the first 75% for representation learning. The remaining 25% are considered as positive links and we sample an equal number of negative edges randomly. Since the temporal network is a multi-graph where an edge between two nodes can appear multiple times with different timestamps, we take care to ensure edges that appear in the training set do not appear in the test set. We perform link prediction on this labeled data X of positive and negative edges. After the embeddings are learned for each node, we derive edge embeddings by combining the learned embedding vectors of the corresponding nodes. More formally, given embedding vectors z i and z j for node i and j, we derive an edge embedding vector z ij ∈ R D as:
where
and z i z j is the element-wise (Hadamard) product and z
•2
is the Hadamard power. We use logistic regression (LR) with hold-out validation of 25%. Experiments are repeated for 10 random seed initializations and the average performance is reported. Unless otherwise mentioned, we use ROC AUC (denoted as AUC for short) to evaluate the models and use the same number of dimensions D for all models. The same amount of information is used for learning by all baseline methods. In particular, the number of temporal context windows is β = R × N × (L − ω + 1) where R denotes the number of walks for each node and L is the length of a random walk required by the baseline methods. Recall that R and L are not required by CTDNE and are only used above to ensure that all methods use exactly the same amount of information for evaluation purposes. Note since CTDNE does not collect a fixed amount of random walks (of a fixed length) for each node as done by many other embedding methods [3] , [4] , instead the user simply specifies the # of temporal context windows (expected) per node and the total number of temporal context windows β is derived as a multiple of the number of nodes N = |V |. Hence, CTDNE is also easier to use as it requires a lot less hyperparameters that must be carefully tuned by the user. Observe that it is possible (though unlikely) that a node u ∈ V is not in a valid temporal walk, i.e., the node does not appear in any temporal walk S t with length at least |S t | > ω. If such a case occurs, we simply relax the notion of temporal random walk for that node by ensuring the node appears in at least one random walk of sufficient length, even if part of the random walk does not obey time. As an aside, relaxing the notion of temporal random walks by allowing the walk to sometimes violate the time-constraint can be viewed as a form of regularization.
Results are shown in Table 2 . For this experiment, we use the simplest CTDNE variant from the proposed framework and did not apply any additional bias to the selection strategy. In other words, both F s and F Γ are set to the uniform distribution. We note, however, that since temporal walks are time-obeying (by Definition 2), the selection is already biased towards edges that appear later in time as the random walk traversal does not go back in time. In Table 2 , the proposed approach is shown to perform consistently better than DeepWalk, node2vec, and LINE. This is an indication that important information is lost when temporal information is ignored. Strikingly, the CTDNE model does not leverage the bias introduced by node2vec [4] , and yet still outperforms this model by a significant margin. We could have generalized node2vec in a similar manner using the proposed framework from Section 3. Obviously, we can expect to achieve even better predictive performance by using the CTDNE framework to derive a continuous-time node2vec generalization by replacing the notion of random walks in node2vec with the notion of temporal random walks biased by the (weighted) distributions F s (Section 3.1) and F Γ (Section 3.2) .
In all cases, the proposed approach significantly outperforms the other embedding methods across all dynamic networks ( Table 2 ). The mean gain in AUC averaged over all embedding methods for each dynamic network is shown in Table 2 . Notably, CTDNE achieves an overall gain in AUC of 11.9% across all embedding methods and graphs. These results indicate that modeling and incorporating the temporal dependencies in graphs is important for learning appropriate and meaningful network representations. It is also worth noting that many other approaches that leverage random walks can also be generalized using the proposed framework [8] , [9] , [11] , [12] , [28] , as well as any future state-of-the-art embedding method.
We also find that using a biased distribution (e.g., linear or exponential) improves predictive performance in terms of AUC when compared to the uniform distribution on many graphs. For others however, there is no noticeable gain in performance. This can likely be attributed to the fact that most of the dynamic networks investigated have a relatively short time span (more than 3 years at most). Table 3 provides results for a few other variants from the framework.
In particular, Table 3 shows the difference in AUC when applying a biased distribution to the initial edge selection strategy F s as well as the temporal neighbor selection F Γ for the temporal random walk. Interestingly, using a biased distribution for F s seems to improve more on the tested datasets. However, for ia-enron-employees, the best result can be observed when both distributions are biased.
We also investigate the difference between discretetime models that learn embeddings from a sequence of discrete snapshot graphs, and the class of continuous-time embeddings proposed in this paper.
DEFINITION 5 (DTDN EMBEDDING)
A discrete-time dynamic network embedding (DTDNE) is defined as any embedding derived from a sequence of discrete static snapshot graphs G = {G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G t }. This includes any embedding learned from temporally smoothed static graphs or any representation derived from the initial sequence of discrete static snapshot graphs.
Previous work for temporal networks have focused on DTDNE methods as opposed to the class of CTDNE methods proposed in this work. Notice that DTDNE methods use approximations of the actual dynamic network whereas the CTDN embeddings do not and leverage the actual valid temporal information without any temporal loss. In this experiment, we create discrete snapshot graphs and learn embeddings for each one using the previous approaches. As an example, suppose we have a sequence of T = 4 snapshot graphs where each graph represents a day of activity and further suppose D = 128. For each snapshot graph, we learn a (D/T )-dimensional embedding and concatenate them all to obtain a D-dimensional embedding and then evaluate the embedding for link prediction as described previously.
A challenging problem common with DTDNE methods is how to handle nodes that are not active in a given static snapshot graph G i (i.e., the node has no edges that occur in G i ). In such situations, we set the node embedding for that static snapshot graph to all zeros. However, we also investigated using the node embedding from the last active snapshot graph as well as setting the embedding of an inactive node to be the mean embedding of the active nodes in the given snapshot graph and observed similar results.
More importantly, unlike DTDNE methods that have many issues and heuristics required to handle them (e.g., the time-scale, how to handle inactive nodes, etc), CTDNEs do not. CTDNEs also avoid many other issues [54] discussed previously that arise from DTDN embedding methods that use a sequence of discrete static snapshot graphs to approximate the actual dynamic network. For instance, it is challenging and unclear how to select the "best" most appropriate timescale used to create the sequence of static snapshot graphs; and the actual time-scale is highly dependent on the temporal characteristics of the network and the underlying application. More importantly, all DTDNs (irregardless of the time-scale) are approximations of the actual dynamic network. Thus, any DTDN embedding method is inherently lossy and is only as good as the discrete approximation of the CTDN (graph stream). Results are provided in Table 4 . Since node2vec always performs the best among the baseline methods (Table 2) , we use it as a basis for the DTDN embeddings. Overall, the proposed CTDNEs perform better than DTDNEs as shown in Table 4 . Note that CTDNE in Table 4 corresponds to using uniform for both F s and F Γ . Obviously, better results can be achieved by learning F s and F Γ automatically as shown in Table 3 . The gain in AUC for each graph is shown in the rightmost column in Table 4 . The mean gain in AUC of CTDNE compared to DTDNE over all graphs is 7.25%.
Online Streaming Results:
For some applications, it may be important to handle edges as soon as they arrive in a streaming fashion. In such a streaming setting, we perform fast partial updates to obtain updated embeddings in realtime. Given an edge (i, j, t) at time t, we simply obtain a few temporal walks ending at (i, j) and use these to obtain the updated embeddings. An example is shown in Figure 9 .
In these experiments, we use online SGD updates (online word2vec) [38] , [39] , [40] , [41] to incrementally learn the embeddings as new edges arrive. However, other incremental optimization schemes can be used as well (e.g., see [42] , . Temporal Walks for Online CTDNEs. Given a new edge (i, j, t) at time t, we immediately add it to the graph and then sample temporal walks ending at edge (i, j) and use them to update the relevant embeddings. An example of a temporal walk is k→ i→ j (red nodes). Note t > t 6 > t 5 > t 4 > t 3 > t 2 > t 1 . In this example, k and j are the training instances. Hence, z i is updated every time i is used in a temporal edge.
[43], [44] , [45] , [46] , [47] ). We vary the number of temporal walks sampled for every new edge that arrives. Results are shown in Table 5 . Notably, it takes on average only a few milliseconds to update the embeddings across a wide variety of temporal network streams. Note these results are from a python implementation of the approach and thus the runtime to process a single edge in the stream can be significantly reduced even further using a C/C++ implementation of the incremental/online learning approach. More sophisticated stream network embedding approaches can be developed that instead of using every new edge, we select in real-time whether to update the embeddings using that edge (similar in spirit to other stream graph algorithms [22] ). Furthermore, instead of updating the embedding after each new edge in the graph stream, we can update embeddings in a batch fashion (e.g., after some time period or enough edges arrive). Both strategies can be used to improve performance. 
CHALLENGES & FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Attributed Networks & Inductive Learning: The proposed framework for learning dynamic node embeddings can be easily generalized to attributed networks and for inductive learning tasks in temporal networks (graph streams) using the ideas introduced in [37] , [55] . More formally, the notion of attributed/feature-based walk (proposed in [37] , [55] ) can be combined with the notion of temporal random walk (proposed in this paper) as follows [56] : DEFINITION 6 (ATTRIBUTED TEMPORAL WALK) Let x i be a d-dimensional feature vector for node v i . An attributed temporal walk S of length L is defined as a sequence of adjacent node feature-
x → y is a function that maps the input vector x of a node to a corresponding feature-value φ(x). The feature sequence φ(x i1 ), φ(x i2 ), . . . , φ(x i L+1 ) represents the feature-values that occur during a temporally valid walk, i.e., a walk they obeys the direction of time defined in (2).
Attributed temporal random walks can be either uniform (unbiased) or non-uniform (biased). Furthermore, the features used in attributed walks can be (i) intrinsic input attributes (such as profession, political affiliation), (ii) structural features derived from the graph topology (degree, triangles, etc; or even node embeddings from an arbitrary method), or both.
The above formulation is only one such CTDNE approach for handling (i) attributed networks (heterogeneous networks) and (ii) inductive temporal network representation learning. Both are challenging problems that remain unsolved. Another interesting research direction is to use heterogeneous network motifs [57] to capture the higher-order connectivity and type/attribute structure in heterogeneous networks.
Other Types of Temporal Networks: While this work naturally supports temporal networks and graph streams in general, there are many other networks with more specialized characteristics. For instance, some temporal networks (graph streams) contain edges with start and end times. Developing CTDNE methods for such temporal networks remains a challenge. Furthermore, another open and challenging problem that remains to be addressed is how to develop graph stream embedding techniques that require a fixed amount of space. Other applications may require dynamic node embedding methods that are space-efficient (e.g., by learning a sparse vector representation for each node).
Temporal Weighting and Bias: This paper explored a number of temporal weighting and bias functions for decaying the weights of data that appears further in the past. More research is needed to fully understand the impact and to understand the types of temporal networks and characteristics that each should be used. Some early work has focused on temporally weighting the links, nodes, and attributes prior to learning embeddings [18] . However, this idea has yet to be explored for learning general node embeddings and should be investigated in future work. Other research should investigate new temporal weighting schemes for links, nodes, and attributes [18] . Furthermore, one can also incorporate a decay function for each temporal walk such that more temporal influence is given to recent nodes in the walk than to nodes in the distant past. Hence, each temporal walk is assigned a sequence of weights which can be incorporated into the Skip-Gram approach. For instance, in the case of an exponential decay function α t−1 · α t−2 · · · α t−k . However, there are many other ways to temporally weight or bias the walk and it is unclear when one approach works better than another. Future work should systematically investigate different approaches.
RELATED WORK
The node embedding problem has received considerable attention from the research community in recent years.
See [58] for an early survey on representation learning in relational/graph data. The goal is to learn encodings (embeddings, representations, features) that capture key properties about each node such as their role in the graph based on their structural characteristics (i.e., roles capture distinct structural properties, e.g., hub nodes, bridge nodes, near-cliques) [59] or community (i.e., communities represent groups of nodes that are close together in the graph based on proximity, cohesive/tightly connected nodes) [60] , [61] . 3 Since nodes that share similar roles (based on structural properties) or communities (based on proximity, cohesiveness) are grouped close to each other in the embedding space, one can easily use the learned embeddings for tasks such as ranking [62] , community detection [60] , [61] , role embeddings [59] , [63] , link prediction [64] , and node classification [18] .
Many of the techniques that were initially proposed for solving the node embedding problem were based on graph factorization [6] , [65] , [66] . More recently, the skipgram model [36] was introduced in the natural language processing domain to learn vector representations for words. Inspired by skip-gram's success in language modeling, various methods [3] , [4] , [5] have been proposed to learn node embeddings using skip-gram by treating a graph as a "document." Two of the more notable methods, DeepWalk [3] and node2vec [4] , use random walks to sample an ordered sequence of nodes from a graph. The skip-gram model can then be applied to these sequences to learn node embeddings.
Researchers have also tackled the problem of node embedding in more complex graphs, including attributed networks [9] , heterogeneous networks [28] and dynamic networks [13] , [67] , [68] . However, the majority of the work in the area still fail to consider graphs that evolve over time (i.e.temporal graphs). A few work have begun to explore the problem of learning node embeddings from temporal networks [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [69] . All of these approaches approximate the dynamic network as a sequence of discrete static snapshot graphs, which are fundamentally different from the class of continuous-time dynamic network embedding methods introduced in this work. Notably, this work is the first to propose temporal random walks for embeddings as well as CTDN embeddings that use temporal walks to capture the actual temporally valid sequences observed in the CTDN; and thus avoids the issues and information loss that arises when embedding methods simply ignore time or use discrete static snapshot graphs (See Figure 2 for one example). Furthermore, we introduce a unifying framework that can serve as a basis for generalizing other random walk based deep learning (e.g., [12] ) and embedding methods (e.g., [4] , [8] , [9] , [11] , [28] , [70] ) for learning more appropriate timedependent embeddings from temporal networks. Note that we previously studied this idea in [54] , [71] . These ideas have been significantly refined for this manuscript. In contrast, previous work has simply introduced new approaches for temporal networks [14] and therefore they focus on an entirely different problem than the one in this work which 3 . Notice that while communities are based on proximity (nodes in a community must be close to one another in the graph) and cohesiveness/tightly connected, roles are not based on proximity, and thus nodes with similar roles may be in different communities as roles simply capture nodes that are structurally similar; hence commuities and roles are complimentary concepts; see [59] Qualitative comparison of CTDNE methods to existing methods categorized as either static methods (that ignore time) or DTDNE methods that approximate the actual dynamic network using a sequence of discrete static snapshot graphs. Does the method: use the actual dynamic network at the finest temporal granularity, e.g., seconds or ms (or do they use discrete static approximations of the dynamic network); temporally valid; use temporal bias/smoothing functions to give more importance to recent or temporally recurring information; and does it naturally support graph streams and the streaming/online setting in general where data is continuously arriving over time and embeddings can be incrementally updated in an online fashion.
Temporally
Finest Temporal valid granularity bias/smoothing Streaming Static DTDNE CTDNE is a general framework that can be leveraged by other nontemporal approaches. Other work has focused on incremental algorithms (also called dynamic algorithms) for updating spectral clustering as new information arrives [72] , which is different from the problem studied in this paper.
Temporal graph smoothing of a sequence discrete static snapshot graphs was proposed for classification in dynamic networks [18] . The same approach has also been used for deriving role-based embeddings from dynamic networks [13] , [73] . More recently, these techniques have been used to derive more meaningful embeddings from a sequence of discrete static snapshot graphs [16] , [17] . All of these approaches model the dynamic network as a sequence of discrete static snapshot graphs, which is fundamentally different from the class of continuous-time dynamic network embedding methods introduced in this work. Table 6 provides a qualitative comparison of CTDNE methods to existing static methods or DTDNE methods that approximate the dynamic network as a discrete sequence of static snapshot graphs.
Random walks on graphs have been studied for decades [74] . The theory underlying random walks and their connection to eigenvalues and other fundamental properties of graphs are well-understood [75] . Our work is also related to uniform and non-uniform random walks on graphs [74] , [75] . Random walks are at the heart of many important applications such as ranking [62] , community detection [60] , [61] , recommendation [76] , link prediction [64] , and influence modeling [33] . search engines [77] , image segmentation [78] , routing in wireless sensor networks [79] , and time-series forecasting [31] . These applications and techniques may also benefit from the proposed notion of temporal random walks. Recently, Ahmed et al. [37] proposed the notion of attributed random walks that can be used to generalize existing methods for inductive learning and/or graph-based transfer learning tasks. In future work, we will investigate combining both attributed random walks and temporal random walks to derive even more powerful embeddings from networks.
More recently, there has been significant research in developing network analysis and machine learning methods for modeling temporal networks. Temporal networks have been the focus of recent research including node classification in temporal networks [18] , temporal link prediction [80] , dynamic community detection [81] , dynamic mixedmembership role models [13] , [73] , [82] , anomaly detection in dynamic networks [83] , influence modeling and online advertisement [84] , finding important entities in dynamic networks [31] , [85] , and temporal network centrality and measures [35] .
CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced the notion of temporal walks for learning embeddings from temporal networks (graph streams). Based on the proposed notion of temporal walks, we described a new class of embeddings that are learned directly from the temporal network (graph stream) without having to approximate the edge stream as a sequence of discrete static snapshot graphs. As such these embeddings can be learned in an online fashion as they are naturally amenable to graph streams and incremental updates. We investigated a framework for learning such dynamic node embeddings using the proposed notion of temporal walks. The embeddings can be learned incrementally or in a streaming fashion where embeddings are updated in realtime as new edges arrive. The proposed approach can be used as a basis for generalizing existing (or future state-of-theart) random walk-based embedding methods for learning of dynamic node embeddings from dynamic networks (graph streams). The result is a more appropriate dynamic node embedding that captures the important temporal properties of the node in the continuous-time dynamic network. By learning dynamic node embeddings based on temporal walks, we avoid the issues and information loss that arise when time is ignored or approximated using a sequence of discrete static snapshot graphs. In contrast to previous work, the proposed class of embeddings are learned from temporally valid information. The experiments demonstrated the effectiveness of this new class of dynamic embeddings on several real-world networks.
